
Mapping Experiences - 
Please mark the degree of  interest you have in each of the topics that follow, 
being  -3 not interested , 0 neutral and +3 very interested. Thank You for contributing!

How likely are you to:

1. Use maps in your daily life? 

2. Use internet mapping tools such as google maps?  

3. Use photo-sharing applications such as flickr or similar?

4. Use social networking applications?  

5. Participate actively in online communities, commenting, adding material and reading? 

6. Precisely locate (geo-tag) your pictures on maps?  

7. Use a blog to share/document your life experiences?  

8. Share your life experiences? 

10. Be interested in knowing how people that commute the same path or live in your    
neighborhood experience the same space as you do?

11. Pay attention to the urban space in your hometown or neighborhood?  

12. Pay attention to new towns or neighborhoods when you visit them?  

13. What devices and methods do you use to register your impressions/ experiences?

14. Spend time organizing and managing these registries? 

15. Connect an event or experience to the place where it happened?   

16. Connect an event or experience to the date/ time when it happened?   

17. Be interested in knowing other peoples experiences in places that matter to you?   

18. Feel or become attached to special places in your hometown?   

19. Feel or become attached to special places in cities you visited?   

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

For what purposes?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

Which ones are you a member?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

-3; -2; 0; +1; +2; +3;-1;

How often do you update/check your account?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

Which kind of experiences would you never share?

 Be interested in knowing people with the same kind of experiences or interests as you?9.

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

-2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;-3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

How much time do you spend in this activity?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

How much time do you spend in this activity?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

Can you describe an example?

-3; -2; -1; 0; +1; +2; +3;

Can you describe an example?

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

+3;+2;+1;0;-1;-2;-3;

[18-19] What might trigger this feeling?

Can you describe an example?
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Mapping Experiences: User research
Mapping Experiences
 - 
Please mark the degree of  interest you have in each of the topics that follow, 
being  -3 not interested , 0 neutral and +3 very interested. 
Thank 
You
 for contributing!
How likely are you to:
1.
 Use maps in your daily life? 
2.
 Use internet mapping tools such as google maps?  
3.
 Use photo-sharing applications such as flickr or similar?
4.
 Use social networking applications?  
5.
 Participate actively in online communities, commenting, adding material and reading? 
6.
 Precisely locate (geo-tag) your pictures on maps?  
7.
 Use a blog to share/document your life experiences?  
8.
 Share your life experiences? 
10.
 Be interested in knowing how people that commute the same path or live in your    

neighborhood experience the same space as you do?
11.
 Pay attention to the urban space in your hometown or neighborhood?  
12.
 Pay attention to new towns or neighborhoods when you visit them?  
13.
 What devices and methods do you use to register your impressions/ experiences?
14.
 Spend time organizing and managing these registries? 
15.
 Connect an event or experience to the place where it happened?   
16.
 Connect an event or experience to the date/ time when it happened?   
17.
 Be interested in knowing other peoples experiences in places that matter to you?   
18.
 Feel or become attached to special places in your hometown?   
19.
 Feel or become attached to special places in cities you visited?   
 Be interested in knowing people with the same kind of experiences or interests as you?
9.
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